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Warriors into the wild book report

^ First Name: An Age: 8 Book Title: Warriors: Into the Wild Author: Erin Hunter Fiction Types: Fiction Writing Three (3) Sentences which Describe the Setting of the Book. Be sure to use descriptive words. There are four clans in the forest, Thunderlane, Windclan, Riverclan, and ShadowClan. All clans try to live in harmony, but they end up breaking harmony a
lot. List all the main characters in the book, sharing a bit of information about each character: Rusty (renaming Firepaw), Graypaw, and Ravenpaw. Rusty Keitibit was ordinary, he always dreamed of our rat bus, but he never did it in real life. Later he got an offer to go to ThunderClan, which before him. In the clan camp make a new friend, Greybao. Graypaw
was a trained trainee of a clan trained with the newly named Firepaw and Ravenbao. Ravenao was a trained intern like Greypaw. Otherwise, write three sentences about your favorite part of the book.: My favorite part was when Firepaw and Graypaw got their warrior names: Firehart and Graystripe. (Ravenpaw never gets his warrior name because Fairhart
and Graystripe helped him escape). If there is a problem displayed in the book, type three (3) sentences on how to solve the problem. If there was no problem, write three sentences about what you would like to consider in the book that the author did not include.: I would have liked to see more when Firehart and Graystripe became warriors in this book. How
did this book make you feel? Writing three (3) sentences describing the feelings you had, when reading the book.: I had a feeling that something was fishy about Tigerclaw. Ravibao was telling the truth, but Startralan alone knows the star rating: 5 writing three (3) sentences describing why I gave this book this classification: I gave this book this classification
because the warrior series is perfect for me! I love how creative books are, so I keep reading the other three side series'! Copyright © 2018-2019 Community Cooperative. All rights reserved. The Warriors series is a best-selling book series by Erin Hunter. It has a whole new world of... Cats! Meet rusty, a house cat who suddenly becomes a wild cat of clans; In
the Wild is the first book of the Warriors series. Summary here is a summary of the book (series); Rusty is a house cat; In the words of the clan, the pet. One day, after meeting clan cats in the forest, he decides to join the clan; But joining the clan is not easy; it is easy. He gets bullied, ignored, and hated by cats with the reason he was a kitbit. While he worked
hard to gain confidence from other cats, he Discovers the terrible truth of a suspicious senior warrior, plotting against the Thunder clan. Firepaw needs to choose between right or wrong, facing danger or remaining silent. Will Firepaw be able to reveal the truth to the clan, or get lost between dangerous tracks and plots? A personal review of this book made me
read the whole series. First, you will be surprised how the author wrote cat ways. The way they talk, they move, they hunt, they fight. Even the words used for cats, making everything alive! And then, the adventures are all quite amazing! Things that can happen to the wilderness such as drought, floods, pollution, etc. You can clearly see how this thing affects
wildlife. The author connects those disasters with plots in knots; And that events creates this thrill as the story begins to reveal it's more and more self. During all this, there is also a relationship, friendship, respect and love. Warriors, I think, is an amazing fantasy. It's just wonderful to look at the world of wild cats with cats with great loyalty and courage, just like
humans. And to the wilderness is the gateway to that world after reading this book I became a favorite of cats. I would want you to read this if you didn't read it by post-student reviews I would like to have many real cat points of views, and that while it has funny parts, it has very violent parts. – Jacob Serine (7) Although it can be confusing because it has a lot
of names, I personally like it because it's a brilliant fantasy with a surviving animal view. – Talia Philippe (6) If you read it in the wrong order, it can be confusing, but I love the cool style of the book. It's like from a cat's point of view, and the words are like even cat! - Ishira limaye (6) If you want to leave your opinion or review, please leave it as comments!
Other books related to Warriors: In the Wild Warriors Series (Warriors 2,3,4,5,6/Warriors: New Prog1,2,3,4,4,5,6/ Warriors: Force Three 1,2,0 Warriors: Warriors: Warriors 1,2,3, 4, 5, 6/ Warriors: See Shadows 1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6), Survivor Series, Brave Series Researchers, etc. Erin Hunter's non-fiction book by John Krakauer, See In the Wild (Book). In the first
edition of Wild CoverAuthorErin HunterCover artist Wayne McLoughlinCountryUnited StatesCanadaSeriesSeriesGenreFantasy novelPublisherAvon, Harper Collins Publication dateData 21, 2003 Media Type Brent (Hardback and Paperback) Pages272 (depending on edition) ISBN978-00002-8LC ClassPZ7.H91625 in 2003Followed by Fire and Ice in the Wild
is written by the fictional novel Hunter Irene. Harper Collins was published in Canada and the United States in January 2003, and in the UK in February 2003. It is the first novel in the warriors series. The book was published in a paperback, and the e-book in the form of Different languages. The story revolves around a young local cat named Rusty who leaves
his human companions to join a group of wild cats living in the forest called ThunderClan, and adopts a new name: Firepaw. He is trained to defend and hunt for the clan, becomeembroiles involved in murder and betrayal within the clan, and, at the end of the book, receives his name warrior, Fire Heart, after a battle with another clan. The villain (Tigerclau)
must face the novel written from the perspective of FireHeart (formerly known as Rusty for a short time, then, for most writers, Firepaw). The series began in 2003 when Harper Collins asked Holmes to write a book about wildcats. After creating one story Holmes brought in Kate Carey to finish writing the book as Holmes went backstage to edit and oversee
the details. Holmes compared the style of the book to a different language as the books were written by three separate authors. She feels that Erin Hunter must have a steady voice in the entire series. The story is used as a lexicon with words like twoleg instead of human or new paper for spring. The style of the Harry Potter series, J.R.R. Tolkien and Brian
Jack has been compared. Topics include family, loyalty, death, courage and survival. In the wilderness he was greeted decisively well. He thinks the book book list will appeal to followers of the Brian Jack Redwall series. Among other awards, she was third in the Young Reader's Choice Award in 2006. The development and publication of The Wild Cats
Pregnancy Pregnancy seemed like an excellent compromise between ordinary domestic cats and a truly wild animal: they have all the freedom and independence of living in the wild, but they will immediately recognize readers as pets lying on their lap. - Victoria Holmes answered how the idea of the Warriors began. [1] In 2003, Harper Collins asked Victoria
Holmes to create a fantasy series about wildcats, but, being more interested in dogs and not a fantasy reader, she was less than excited. [2] She could not imagine coming up with enough ideas. [3] However, she worked with the concept, expanding the story with elements of war, politics, revenge, afflicted love, and religious conflict. Although the original plan
was a stand-alone novel, enough material was created for several books, and the publisher decided a six-volume series. [3] Holmes then asked for help from another author, Kate Carey who Holmes had previously edited and knew she loved cats. [4] The first book, In The Wild, written by Kate Carey under the pseudonym Erin Hunter, was completed in about
three months. [5] Holmes continued to work behind the scenes editing and supervising details. After that, Holmes began to like the idea of using cats since she realized how to be leading a private life without any humans achieving. [1] Pseudonym with four authors in Time Holmes decided to have a pseudonym since having four authors would put books in
different places in libraries, confusing and possibly intimidating potential readers. Hunter's last name has been chosen since the books were placed next to a similar Redwall series. [2] The publication was first published in the Wild as a solid cover by Harper Collins on January 9, 2003 in Canada. [6] The book was published on January 21, 2003, in the United
States,[7] and in February 2003 in the United Kingdom. [8] In the wild a paperback was released in the United States on January 6, 2004. [9] On September 4, 2007, the book was published as an e-book,[10] and on Amazon. [11] The book was one of the first to be on Harper Collins browsing inside where twenty percent of the novel is available online. For a
limited time, the full novel was also available online. [12] The paperback version sold 150,637 copies in 2008. [13] The novel was released and translated in 20 countries,[14] including Germany, Britain, France, Russia, Japan, Korea, China, the Czech Republic, Lithuania, Portugal, Hungary, Brazil, Norway and Greece. In Germany, the book was also published
as an audiobook. [15] The Chinese version was released on October 31, 2008, with a three-dimensional note from Vibao. [14] The plot see also: A list of character warriors was a fictional jungle of the novel originally inspired by a new forest (above) and other areas in England and Scotland. In the wild begins with a battle in the forest between cats of thunder
outnumbers them (those that live in a part of the forest that is primarily deciduous forest) and RiverClan (those that live in a part of the forest that is primarily wetlands, or the shores of lakes, rivers and streams) on Singrock, a group of rocks in the forest, around RiverClan and Clan Thunder lands where warrior cats sunbathe. Thunderlane's deputy, Redtail
Tom The Turtle, calls for a retreat. Spottedleaf the dark turtle and s-white it's cat and bluestar bluestar bluestar bluestar gray it's cat call on StarClan - the ancestors of the deceased warrior of clans living in the form of spirit after death and watching the clan cats live - for answers. Spottedleaf is given a prophecy, and fire alone will save our clan. Rusty, a
strange-colored flame Tom Kitibit (cat under domestication), pushes into the woods after dreaming of his mouse hunting. Rusty works in Greypaw, tom dark gray of ThunderClan who just became an apprentice. Rusty, however, does not run away and fights the apprentice. After the battle, Rusty Greybao says he fought very well, for Kittypet, and proceeds to
tell him about clans. Bluestar and Tom Tapie's golden name is Lionheart, also from ThunderClan, who have been watching all along, revealing themselves and inviting Rusty to join ThunderClan. Because of his domesticated past, some members of the clan are hostile to Rusty. This one Eventually rusty leads to attack Longtail, a pale brown black striped Tom
who deliberately fights rusty to prove his worth, losing his jingling collar in the ensuing battle, as well as tearing Longtail's ear. Bluestar then finishes the fight and announces that Rusty has got his name as The Apprentice, Firepaw. Ravenpaw Tom's black jet cuts this, alerting the redtail clan to the death of redtail before it breaks down. Tigerclaw's large darkcolored dark brown tom brings a lifeless body to the clan. The Lion Heart becomes the new mp of Thunderplan. Firepaw forms a strong friendship with Graypaw, and Ravenbao, who is the apprentice of Tigerclaw's aspiring warrior. Firepaw finds a lone exile named Yellow Fang, a skinny dark gray it's cat. After breaking the warrior code to feed her, he is
required to take care of her. When Bluestar, Tigerclaw, Ravenpaw, Firepaw and Graypaw go on a journey to the mystical moonstone, located in a sacred location inside an abandoned mine twoleg (human) called Highstones by clan cats, so bluestar municipal with Starklan, ShadowClan (cats that live in the marshes and between the pines of the forest) can
attack the Thunderclan camp. The five cats are on a return trip in time to turn the tide of battle, during which the new MP Thunderplan Lionheart was killed. A few days later, Spottedleaf and Frostfur are slaughtered white snow it's cat sets stolen by Dark Brown Brokenstar And his warriors. Everyone except Firebao and Gribao believe that Yellowfang Khan is
the clan. Firepaw learns from Ravenpaw that Tigerclaw killed Redtail. Looking for abductees groups, Firepaw and Graypaw lead Ravenpaw to a barn where they can be safe and have a company, living with a lone man named Barley, Tom short in black and white. Firepaw then leads a rescue party with Yellowfang to rescue the lost groups in ShadowClan
territory and emergevictorious. (Brokenstar) and his followers are banished from the Tigerclaw clan, still trusted by the clan, firepaw suspects know his secret. Because of their heroism on The Rescue Party, Firepaw and Graypaw are promoted to Warriors by Bluestar, which gives them the names of Warrior, Firehart and Graystripe. Yellow Fang is promoted to
cat medicine. Graystream and FireHeart sit at a vigil, promising to protect the clan with their lives. The style in the wild did not remind me sometimes of the Harry Potter books, both in style and content. Rusty forms a steady friendship with the apprentice (warrior in training, more than six months old) called Graypaw, Tom Gray solid longhaired. Graypaw adds
laughter to what is, when you really think about it, a rather brave story. This friendship reminded me strongly of Harry and Ron when they first met in the philosopher's stone cats such as Bluestar Willow Fang, the old power figures. These letters reminded me of Dumbledore and Snape. Not too closely) - a review of fiction book review compared to the Wild and
the Harry Potter series by J.K. Rowling. [16] Kate Carey describes the sound as a natural writing style. [1] The story is in a third person's point of view following the hero Freibo. The narrative stays with Firepaw until the next series, Warriors: The New Prophecy, which alternates the view between cats since the authors felt we'd really told the Firestar story, and
so we wanted to get a new perspective. [5] The style of the book for the Redwall series has also been compared by Brian Jack. A reviewer for an ordinary merchant wrote that the book is engraved in classical style by J.R.R. Tolkien or Brian Jack. [17] While the school library newspaper recommended the book to Radwall fans, the review after poetry the style
R went like elegant. [18] London's book receives Lorne with some different names for strange beings. The children's literature review referred to the words Kittybit and twoleg, which means home cat and humans respectively. In the book, instead, of the use said, Carrie uses the word mewed. This has been criticized with writing references that 'mewed', 'it's
purred', and 'mewed warrior', which passes for cat talk, and grows rapidly old. [19] In response to a question in the Question &amp; Answer section of the Holmes Forum, holmes explained that the names come in two parts, either or both can reflect something about the appearance of a cat, personality, or habits. However, it must also be part of the world they
know; [20] For the names, C C Says K Kri to take it in inspiration for the name of view, sounds and smells of cats experienced. At the same time, more names become available as the cat world becomes increasingly diverse. [1] Harper Collins' species originally requested that Holmes write a fantasy story on wildcats. Despite being troubled by what he writes
about at first, Holmes realized that she could add human themes and issues in writers such as war, politics, revenge, stricken love, and religious conflict. [3] One interviewer described the plot as Shakespeare: a crazy leader, inter-clan betrayal, war, star lovers, death. [1] The story review has also called Animal Adventure. [21] The novel was chosen as part of
the fictional genre of youth because of its growing popularity. Cherith Baldry feels that the growth of the species is due to the fact that fiction is something very deeply rooted in the human mind, not just for children. Fantasy stories are able to deal with human emotions helping readers to deal with them in the real world. Another Erin Hunter, Kate Carey felt that
fiction books like Harry Potter is a sign of the need to deepen the imagination to brighten our lives. And she describes how They were much less restrictive than today's children whose days were organized and determined. Carrie feels that fantasy stories help children escape into the fantasy world, because it's the only place where you can be really free and
unwise. [1] Weekly publishers topics noted that topics such as family, friendship and responsibility are also taught in warrior code, and a set of rules that must follow clans. [22] Holmes has said that one of her favorite things about writing this series is to be able to add in themes that apply to us all like family, loss, honor, courage, death, loyalty, and follow the
rules. Other topics include death, spirituality, family and relationships. [23] She also added in human subjects such as starting with a new school (Rusty Join ThunderClan), falling in love with the wrong person (Graystripe and Silverstream) and being bullied by someone who must take care of you (Tigerclaw Bullying Ravenpaw). [24] To references for Kirkus'
review, the subject was a humanity of fitting in easily founded and applauded when Rusty succeeded. [21] Another theme found throughout the book is the hardship of wildlife in the wild. Reviews have noted how the story does not cover the hardships of clan life. The school library magazine commented on how the story describes the difficulties and difficulties

of a brutal cat's life in detail and how there is no kindness to violence. [18] Fiction Book Review also wrote erin Hunter does not absolve the reader of the grim realities of living in the wild. [16] Kirkus noted a review to do this show how the clans are on the edge of survival. [21] Critical reception in the wild received generally positive reviews. He wrote a book list
believed to novel spine prick and pointed out that cat characters are faithful to their cat nature, making this sure to appeal to fans of Claire Bell's long-popular heritage creature (1983) and their consequences and also to followers of the ongoing Redwall series Brian Jack. [25] Publishers weekly praised the excitement and also added that the book pleased
anyone who had ever wondered what dreams of greatness could haunt the cat family. The review also praised the world of cats and the topics in the book. [22] Although the school library magazine thought that the book was not written as well as the Redwall series, he noted that the novel provided an interesting world with a complex structure. The review also
felt that there were a lot of supporting characters, but there are prominent characters that give a dimension to the tale. The magnitude of the violence was also noted in the review. [18] Kirkus jokingly reviews the book will have cat owners look at their pets nervously before writing how Hunter doesn't have any hint of emotional. Bone bites, blood flow, and
sudden death abundantly explain how these cats walk on the thin edge of survival. Notice how teenagers will see how It is for Firepaw to fit in. [21] The Washington Times notes the escalating tension between Tigerclaw and Firepaw and praised the scene where Longtail challenges Firepaw right to be in the clan. [26] Awards and awards in the wilderness were
awarded third place in the Young Reader's Choice Award in 2006. [27] The novel was listed on the list of the top 10 books for young people in 2003,[28] and Sense 76 was a choice. [29] References ^ b De H Interview: Erin Hunter. The book is not boring. 21 April 2006. Accessed august 2, 2008. ^ A.B. Merrilis, Napur (May 1, 2009). It's Time for Kids | 10
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